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Dear Director Denton: \P
ut

Nixon--Watergate. Pacific Gas & Electric--Diablo Canyon.
Citizens will not tolerate a whitewashing of Diablo Canyon
' design flaws'.

How many other engineering mistakes have been made and are
undiscovered? If we are being protected by the NRC through
their inspections why did ehese errors miss detection? Wat
has resident inspector Tolbert Young been doing? Why does
the NRC only do ' audit' inspections and allow PG&E to monitor
themselves? And after they lied about the Hosgri Fault?

The disclosures of Diablo only substantiate the necessity of
an evacuation plan as a pre-requisite for a low power test
license.

The engineering erronomandate 1) an immediate revocation of
the low power test license, 2) a complete re-analysis of the
entire seismic design and construction design of the plant
from the ground up by an independent entity not subject to ties
or pressures from PG&E or the NRC, 3) that John Blume end Assoc-
iates be declared incompetent witnesses and that their testimony
be stricken from the records upon which seismic safety of Diablo
Canyon was based.

It is not logical for a ' fiscally responsible administration'
to gamble multi-billions of dollars and years of scientific
expertise invested in Vandenberg Missile Base against the
albatross of Diablo Canyon.

Diablo Canyon should be admitted as an error of judgment,
the license denied. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission could
salvage their credibility, Pacific Gas & Electr3c's credibility
has long been gone, and untold esteem and prestige could be
gained for the Presidency of the United States.

Perhaps Divine Providence has played a part in the disclosures
of these design flaws. Perhaps a Power greater than all is
giving Mankind just one more chance. I hope you use it well
Mr. Denton,
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